Jefferson University, Philadelphia - Graduate Certificate in Disaster Medicine and Management

Thomas Jefferson University is pleased to offer Certificates in Disaster Management and Medicine and Business and Organizational Continuity. The Certificates both require nine credits consisting of three courses, and are for professionals seeking a less intensive educational experience. One involves core material on Disaster Medicine and Management, the second certificate addresses Business and Organizational Continuity Issues.

Additional Information: https://www.jefferson.edu/university/health-professions/departments/programs/disaster-medicine-management.html

Courses

Elective

DMM-610: Foundations in Emergency Management - 3 credit(s)

DMM-640: Logistic Management for Disasters - 3 credit(s)

Jefferson University is a member of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools and the PA Department of Education.

Internship is optional

For More Information:

Contact(s): Jean B. Bail, Ed.D, MSN, RN, EMT-P, ME
jean.bail@jefferson.edu
2159512871

Contact(s): Amanda Kateusz
amanda.kateusz@jefferson.edu
2159512558

Institution: Jefferson University
4201 Henry Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144
https://www.jefferson.edu/
(215) 951-2700
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"Please note: Some of the websites linked to in this document are not federal government websites, and may not necessarily operate under the same laws, regulations, and policies as federal websites."